Introduction {#S1}
============

In everyday life, humans often perform several tasks at the same time seemingly without any difficulty. Yet, in some instances, they are overwhelmed by task demands, suggesting that there are limits to human performance. Several studies have shown that the amount of information that humans can process is severely limited (for a review, see [@R57]). That is, via attentional mechanisms, humans can only selectively attend to a limited amount of information in the environment while other information in the environment is neglected. At the level of attentional selection, a further distinction in attention research is that between *object-based attention* and *spatial attention* ([@R25]; [@R30]; [@R82]; [@R89]). Object-based attention refers to selectively attending to features of an object (e.g., the color or shape), whereas spatial attention refers to attending to locations in space.

Several researchers characterize limitations in attentional selection as a pool of attentional resources ([@R46]; [@R52]; [@R125]) from which resources can be allocated to current tasks until the pool is exhausted. For instance, allocating attentional resources to a task of a low difficulty allows allocation of spare attentional resources to another task that can be performed at the same time. However, performing a highly difficult task may already exhaust attentional resources and does not allow allocating attentional resources to another task.

Limits in attentional resources have been demonstrated in each sensory modality ([@R5]; [@R40]; [@R71]; [@R74]; [@R90]; [@R112]; [@R118]). Yet, it is still a matter of debate whether there are more attentional resources available when attending to information in several sensory modalities in comparison to attending to information only in one sensory modality. That is, it is unclear whether attentional resources available to one sensory modality are distinct from the attentional resources available to another sensory modality or whether there is one shared pool of attentional resources for all sensory modalities.

In recent years, researchers proposed that the recruitment of attentional resources across sensory modalities is influenced by the type of task being performed ([@R15]; [@R119] [@R111], [@R49]). Analogously to the functional organization of the brain into *where* and *what* pathways for the sensory modalities (Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; [@R59]; [@R114]), researchers have suggested that the allocation of attentional resources across sensory modalities is influenced by whether spatial and/or object-based attention is required ([@R15]; [@R119] [@R111], [@R49]). Specifically, the recruitment of shared or distinct attentional resources for the sensory modalities is influenced by whether tasks involve object-based attention, spatial attention, or both.

In the present review, we will survey the literature to investigate to what extent the allocation of attentional resources is dependent on these task requirements. For this purpose, we will first review studies that investigated attentional resources across sensory modalities using tasks that require object-based attention. As object-based attention tasks, we consider all tasks in which participants need to discriminate features of a stimulus (e.g., a target from a distractor in a visual search task) or compare stimulus attributes for two stimuli (e.g., which of the two tones has a higher pitch in a pitch discrimination task). Then, we will review studies that used tasks primarily requiring spatial attention. For instance, spatial attention tasks can involve tracking the position of moving stimuli (e.g., targets in a multiple object tracking task) or the localization/detection of spatial stimuli in a localization task (e.g., localizing whether a stimulus appeared in the upper or lower half of the screen). Lastly, there are studies in which participants performed these two task types in combination (e.g., an object-based attention task is performed in the auditory modality while a spatial attention task is performed in the visual modality). After we review the findings for each task type separately, we will devote a section to the combination of these two task types. Moreover, in each section, behavioral findings are complemented with neurophysiological findings, and we provide a summary of findings at the end. At the end of the review, we will propose a more general conclusion of all reviewed studies and discuss possible future directions for multisensory research.

As a point of note, researchers investigating attentional resources within and across sensory modalities tend to assume that information from several sensory modalities is processed independently or competes for a common pool of attentional resources in the brain. However, information from multiple sensory modalities is rarely processed in isolation in the brain ([@R32]; [@R64]; [@R99]). That is, depending on how sensory information from multiple sensory modalities is received (i.e., whether the sensory input coincides in space and/or time), it is integrated into a unitary percept, resulting in an enhanced perceptual sensitivity (e.g., stimulus features can be differentiated more precisely and more reliably; [@R29]; [@R59a]; [@R100]; [@R101]). Apart from the process of multisensory integration, other related crossmodal interactions have been systematically investigated, such as crossmodal correspondences (for recent reviews, see [@R92]; [@R94]), crossmodal congruency effects ([@R22]; [@R97]), Bayesian alternation accounts (e.g., [@R33]), and sensory augmentation (e.g., [@R49]). In the present review, however, we will focus on studies that did not systematically investigate such multisensory processes. Moreover, the current review does not focus on the relation between attentional processes and multisensory integration (for the interested reader, we refer to recent reviews: [@R65]; [@R104]; [@R106]; [@R107]). In addition, we do not focus on factors that influence multisensory processing related to memory and the current goals ([@R109]; [@R115]). In sum, we only review studies in which information from multiple sensory modalities is assumed either to be processed independently or to compete for a common pool of attentional resources.

In addition, given that the goal of this review is to investigate task dependency in attentional resource allocation across sensory modalities, we confined the selection of reviewed studies mostly to dual-task designs. Dual-task designs allow for the systematic investigation of task dependency in attentional resource allocation because the types of tasks that are performed in combination can be systematically changed. In a dual-task design, participants perform two tasks either separately (single-task condition) or at the same time (dual-task condition). The rationale is that when two tasks rely on shared attentional resources, performing the two tasks at the same time should lead to a performance decrease relative to performing each task alone. Conversely, if attentional resources are distinct, then performing the two tasks at the same time should not lead to a performance decrease relative to performing them alone. When addressing the question of shared or distinct attentional resources across the sensory modalities, the sensory modalities in which the dual-task condition is performed are varied. In particular, two tasks are performed either within the same sensory modality or in separate sensory modalities. With regard to these two types of dual-task conditions, it is assumed that two tasks performed within the same sensory modality should always compete for attentional resources, whereas two tasks performed in separate sensory modalities may, may not, or may only partially compete for attentional resources. In particular, performing two tasks in separate sensory modalities causes no dual-task interference (i.e., no performance decrease in the dual-task condition relative to single-task conditions) if they rely on entirely distinct attentional resources. If they rely partially on shared resources, dual-task interference occurs. However, this interference is lower when tasks are performed in separate sensory modalities compared to the same sensory modality. If the interference between tasks is equal regardless of whether tasks are performed within the same or separate sensory modalities, then attentional resources are fully shared between the two sensory modalities.

Object-Based Attention Tasks {#S2}
============================

Dual-Task Designs {#S2a}
-----------------

With regard to object-based attention tasks and the question of whether there are distinct or shared attentional resources across the sensory modalities, a phenomenon that has been extensively investigated in a dual-task design is the attentional blink (AB). In studies investigating the AB, a method known as rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) is used, in which stimuli (e.g., letters) are presented at a rate of 6-20 items per second ([@R83]). While viewing the RSVP, the participant is required to perform two object-based attention tasks in close temporal succession. In particular, participants are required to identify the occurrence of two target stimuli among distractor stimuli in the RSVP. For instance, one task could be to identify a white target letter in a stream of black letters, while the secondary task is to identify the target letter *X* in a stream of other letters. The time between target presentations within the RSVP is systematically varied between 100 and 800 ms. The basic finding is that the ability of participants to identify the second target decreases considerably if it is presented at a lag of between 100 and 500 ms ([@R71]; [@R74]; [@R83]). This poor performance is explained in terms of insufficient attentional resources for attending to both targets and is referred to as the AB. Notably, the AB does not occur for lags of less than 100 ms, a phenomenon referred to as lag-1 sparing ([@R41]; [@R71]; [@R117]). In a meta-analysis ([@R117]), the researchers suggested that lag-1 sparing only occurs if targets are presented at the same spatial location and are presented within a temporal integration window (i.e., stimulus onset asynchronies are shorter than 100 ms; [@R71]).

Researchers have predominantly studied the AB within a single sensory modality and have found an AB for the auditory ([@R90]; [@R112]), visual ([@R71]; [@R74]), and tactile ([@R40]) modalities. In order to investigate whether the AB also occurs across sensory modalities, researchers modified the original RSVP task by presenting both targets not within the same sensory modality but in different sensory modalities. With this modification, researchers no longer found an AB when targets were provided via the auditory and visual modality, supporting the existence of separate attentional resources ([@R26]; [@R38]; [@R71]; [@R90]; [@R116]). However, these findings are not undisputed, and other researchers found that an AB still exists when presenting visual and auditory targets ([@R9]; [@R10]; [@R44]). These apparently conflicting findings need not necessarily be evidence for the existence of a crossmodal AB but may instead be explained by different factors. Soto-Faraco and Spence ([@R90]) noted that interference between sensory modalities was predominantly found in studies that required a switch in response mappings from one task in one sensory modality to a task in another sensory modality. Several researchers ([@R34]; [@R71]; [@R90]) argued that this switch in response mappings caused the interference, rather than the limitations of having shared attentional resources. Furthermore, in some studies, the two targets were presented in different spatial locations, resulting in additional costs due to the need to shift attention between locations. These additional costs occur independently of the involved sensory modalities ([@R90]). What is more, blocking the experiment (i.e., by only investigating either a unisensory or crossmodal AB across several trials) instead of switching conditions on every trial could have resulted in undesired strategic effects. After controlling for these sets of factors, Soto-Faraco and Spence found no crossmodal AB for vision and audition, suggesting distinct resources for the visual and auditory modalities. However, it should be noted that for the visual and tactile modalities, a crossmodal AB indeed was found ([@R21]; [@R91]), indicating that for these two sensory modalities attentional resources are shared. However, in these studies, no unisensory ABs were measured to compare their magnitude to the crossmodal AB. Therefore, it is not yet clear whether attentional resources are completely shared or only partly shared for the visual and tactile sensory modalities.

Another closely related phenomenon for which researchers investigated attentional resources across sensory modalities is the psychological refractory period (PRP; [@R66]). In studies similar to those investigating the AB, two targets were presented with a variable delay between targets. Participants were required to perform two object-based attention tasks in close temporal succession. However, the major difference was that instead of only having to identify the two presented targets, the identification was now speeded, meaning that participants needed to classify the targets as quickly as possible. The general finding was that participants were slower to classify the second target, the closer in time it was presented next to the first target ([@R66]). Such an effect was also consistently found when the two targets were presented in separate sensory modalities, and potential neural substrates of such shared processing resources were found ([@R27]; [@R66]; [@R84]), suggesting that attentional resources required at the level of response selection for speeded tasks are shared across sensory modalities ([@R43]; [@R57]). In summary, once humans are engaged in time-critical tasks, the first of two sequentially presented object-based attention tasks is prioritized regardless of the sensory modalities in which the tasks are carried out.

Researchers have also investigated attentional processing across the sensory modalities with several other paradigms using object-based attention in dual-task designs. For instance, in a study by Larsen, McIlhagga, Baert, and Bundesen ([@R50]) , participants were simultaneously presented with two different letters, one of which was spoken and the other visual. Participants were equally good in reporting the letters when they had to report either the spoken or the visual letters, or both, suggesting that attentional resources are distinct for the visual and auditory sensory modalities when two object-based attention tasks are performed at the same time. In another study ([@R2]), participants simultaneously performed two object-based attention tasks (e.g., a pitch discrimination task and a contrast discrimination task) in separate conditions: They either performed two visual tasks, two auditory tasks, or a visual and an auditory discrimination task at the same time. Alais et al. ([@R2]) found that tasks performed within the same sensory modality interfered with each other, whereas performance (measured as perceptual sensitivity thresholds) was mostly unaffected when tasks were performed in two separate sensory modalities. These results again suggest separate attentional resources for vision and audition when object-based attention tasks are performed. Relatedly, in a study by Helbig and Ernst ([@R39]) involving the visual and tactile modalities, less dual-task interference was found when a visual same/different letter discrimination task was performed in combination with a tactile size discrimination task in comparison to a visual size discrimination task, suggesting in part shared attentional resources for the visual and tactile modalities.

Neurophysiological Studies {#S2b}
--------------------------

From a neurophysiological perspective, studies investigating the AB support the view that there are distinct attentional resources for vision and audition. In a recent study, Finoia et al. ([@R31]) investigated the AB using EEG and fMRI measurements. Using fMRI measurements, Finoia et al. found that processing of auditory and visual targets involved partially overlapping frontoparietal networks. However, when using EEG measurements, processing related to the second target (i.e., indexed by the amplitude of time-locked N2 and P3 ERP responses) was preserved, suggesting distinct resources for the visual and auditory sensory modalities even though similar neuronal populations are involved in processing. Relatedly, in a different EEG study investigating the mismatch negativity, Haroush et al. ([@R34]) found that auditory processing was enhanced during a visual AB, suggesting additional available attentional resources in the auditory modality. In sum, neurophysiological studies that investigated the AB supported the view that attentional resources are distinct for the visual and auditory sensory modalities.

Further evidence for distinct attentional resources for the visual and auditory sensory modalities for object-based attention tasks has been reported in a number of neurophysiological studies using *steady-state evoked potentials* ([@R47]; [@R70]; [@R105]). A steady-state evoked potential occurs when a stimulus evokes an oscillatory brain response that flickers at a predefined frequency. Researchers have shown that the amplitude of the oscillation increases when the flickering stimulus is selectively attended to, suggesting that the magnitude of the steady-state evoked potential is a neural correlate of selective attention ([@R8]; [@R61]; M. M. [@R63]; M. [@R62]; Walter, Quigley, Andersen, & Müller, 2012). Talsma et al. ([@R105]) found that steady-state evoked potentials to a visual letter stream were larger when participants were required to attend to tones in comparison to visual or audiovisual stimuli, indicating that attentional resources are larger across the auditory and visual sensory modalities than within the visual sensory modality alone. Relatedly, Porcu et al. ([@R70]) found that steady-state responses were affected more by stimuli attended to within the same sensory modality than stimuli in another sensory modality. Notably, in addition to the auditory modality, this study also involved the tactile modality, suggesting that the visual, auditory, and tactile modalities rely on separate attentional resources.

More generally, studies have investigated the neural correlates of object-based attention within each sensory modality. Classically, within the visual sensory modality, a ventral *what* pathway that specializes in object identification has been identified (Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; [@R59]; [@R114]). Previous fMRI studies have also indicated separate neural substrates of a what pathway for the auditory ([@R1]) and tactile modalities ([@R75]; for a review, see [@R7]). Interestingly, an fMRI study also indicated that visual and tactile processing overlaps to some extent in the what pathway ([@R6]), potentially explaining why results at least show partially shared attentional resources when two object-based attention tasks are performed in the tactile and visual modalities ([@R21]; [@R39]; [@R70]; [@R91]). More generally, these findings suggest that when two object-based attention tasks are performed in separate sensory modalities, neural populations involved in processing should overlap less, supporting the argument for distinct attentional resources.

Summary: Object-Based Attention Tasks {#S2c}
-------------------------------------

In summary, studies investigating object-based attention tasks across sensory modalities yield partially conflicting results---however, the majority of studies suggest that attentional resources are distinct for the visual and auditory sensory modalities ([@R2]; [@R26]; [@R31]; [@R34]; [@R38]; [@R39]; [@R47]; [@R50]; [@R70]; [@R71]; [@R90]; [@R105]; [@R116]). A major factor that influences results is the type of response (i.e., whether speeded responses or responses with no time constraints are required). In particular, shared attentional resources are recruited for speeded stimulus object-based attention tasks, whereas object-based attention tasks with no time constraints recruit distinct attentional resources across the sensory modalities. These findings suggest that once humans are engaged in time-critical tasks, the first of two sequentially presented tasks is prioritized ([@R27]; [@R66]; [@R84]).

Another factor unrelated to task demands that influences results is the sensory modalities in which the tasks were carried out. In particular, attentional resources tend to be distinct for the auditory and visual modalities; in contrast, findings for the visual and tactile modalities suggest at least partially overlapping attentional resources. These discrepancies in results may be due to differences in paradigms. In particular, a study that did find partially shared resources used a two-alternative forced choice task for size discrimination ([@R39]). Studies finding shared attentional resources have investigated the crossmodal AB using either a localization task ([@R21]) or a pattern discrimination task ([@R91]). Moreover, these studies did not compare the magnitude of the crossmodal interference with the interference in unimodal AB, which leaves open the question of whether attentional resources are fully shared or only partially shared for the visual and tactile sensory modalities.

Overall, given that tasks are not time-critical and are also performed within the visual and auditory modalities, we conclude that distinct attentional resources for the sensory modalities are recruited when two object-based attention tasks are performed at the same time.

Spatial Attention Tasks {#S3}
=======================

Dual-Task Designs {#S3a}
-----------------

A prominent task that researchers have used to investigate the limitations of visuospatial attention is the multiple object tracking (MOT) task ([@R72]; [@R126]). In a typical MOT task, participants first see several stationary objects on a computer screen. A subset of these objects is indicated as targets. Then, the targets become indistinguishable from the other objects and start to move randomly across the screen for several seconds. When the objects stop moving, the participants are required to indicate which objects are the targets. Generally, participants' performance decreases with the number of targets that they are required to track, indicating humans' limitations in spatial attentional processing ([@R3]; [@R5]; [@R118]).

Recently, this paradigm has been applied to study the question of whether there are shared or distinct attentional resources across sensory modalities in a dual-task design ([@R11]; [@R119] [@R111] ). In particular, participants performed the MOT task in combination with either a visual, auditory, or tactile localization task. In the localization task, participants continuously received spatial cues that they had to localize using the number pad on the keyboard. As a point of note, the locations of the spatial cues were randomly chosen from a set of eight possible locations. The results indicate that the two tasks interfered equally, regardless of whether the two spatial tasks (i.e., the MOT task and the localization task) were performed in the same or separate sensory modalities. That is, performance in the dual-task conditions was reduced by the same amount relative to the single-task conditions, regardless of whether tasks were performed in the same or separate sensory modalities. These findings suggest shared attentional resources for the sensory modalities for tasks requiring spatial attention ([@R119] [@R111]).

Another aspect that influences the recruitment of attentional resources across sensory modalities and that has been investigated in dual-task designs is whether attention is focused on one spatial location or divided between two spatial locations. In particular, Santangelo, Fagioli, and Macaluso ([@R81]) compared conditions in which attention to visual and auditory stimuli was divided across hemifields with attending to lateralized auditory and visual stimuli. Santangelo et al. found that the dual-task interference for dividing attention across hemifields was lower than for attending to stimuli in the same hemifield. This suggests that the degree to which shared or distinct resources across sensory modalities are recruited depends on whether attention is focused or divided. However, Spence and Read ([@R98]) observed that dual-task interference was lower when information from multiple sensory modalities was presented in the same spatial location rather than in different spatial locations. Yet, in their study, when stimuli were presented in the same spatial location, they were presented front-on rather than in one hemifield, and this could account for the differences in results.

Orthogonal Cueing {#S3b}
-----------------

Another paradigm that has investigated how spatial attentional resources are shared between sensory modalities is the orthogonal cueing paradigm ([@R23], 1998b; [@R93]; [@R95]). In the *orthogonal cueing* paradigm (for more detailed reviews, see [@R92] [@R99] b; [@R95]), participants make elevation judgements of spatial stimuli in one sensory modality (e.g., visual) that were preceded by task-irrelevant cues in another sensory modality (e.g., auditory). For instance, in the visual modality, visual flashes were presented at the top or bottom of the visual field. What was additionally varied, independently of the elevation of these spatial stimuli, was whether the stimuli were shown in the left or right visual field. These stimuli were then preceded by cues in another sensory modality that were presented either in the left or right visual field. Importantly, these lateralized cues were uninformative about the elevation of the stimuli in the visual sensory modality. However, they did introduce a spatial expectation for which side the elevation judgements needed to be performed on. As a point of note, attention was still divided in this task because participants needed to attend to two spatial locations at the same time (e.g., the two spatial locations in which a visual stimulus could appear). Researchers ([@R23], 1998b; [@R93]; [@R95]) consistently found that elevation judgements were more accurate and/or faster on the cued side. However, judgements were not as accurate when the preceding cues were presented in the same sensory modality in which the elevation judgement was performed, suggesting that spatial attentional systems for the sensory modalities are to some extent shared but not completely overlapping. That is, there is not one supramodal spatial attention system. Rather, the authors concluded that there are separate spatial attention systems for the sensory modalities that can mutually influence each other. In sum, findings from the orthogonal cueing paradigm suggest that spatial attentional resources for the sensory modalities are at least partially shared.

Neurophysiological Studies {#S3c}
--------------------------

From a neurophysiological perspective, several studies investigated auditory spatial deficits in patients with visuospatial neglect ([@R67]; [@R68]; [@R69]). In particular, researchers found that patients with visuospatial neglect are in part impaired for auditory localization tasks, suggesting that neural structures devoted to spatial attention residing in the parietal lobe process spatial information from several sensory modalities. However, these findings are not undisputed. Sinnett, Juncadella, Rafal, Azanón, and Soto-Faraco ([@R86]) found that patients with lesions in the parietal cortex actually exhibited a dissociation between visual and auditory spatial deficits. That is, patients with visuospatial deficits did not show any auditory deficits and vice versa. In sum, these findings suggest that lesions to the right parietal cortex do not necessarily lead to spatial deficits across the sensory modalities.

More generally, several studies have investigated the neural substrates of spatial attentional processing for the different sensory modalities. Classically, spatial processing for the visual sensory modalities has been associated with a dorsal *where* pathway (Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; [@R59]; [@R114]). For the auditory and tactile modalities, researchers reported evidence for the existence of an additional *where* pathway residing in the parietal lobe that specializes in the processing of auditory ([@R1]; [@R56]) and tactile ([@R75]) spatial information. Furthermore, there are indications that separate modality-specific spatial processing systems quickly converge at the temporoparietal junction ([@R20]), suggesting that spatial processing relies on shared neuronal populations early in processing.

Overall, neurophysiological studies suggest an overlap between the neuronal populations devoted to spatial attentional processing for the different sensory modalities. However, lesions to these structures do not necessarily lead to deficits in spatial processing across the sensory modalities.

Summary: Spatial Attention Tasks {#S3d}
--------------------------------

In summary, studies investigating spatial attentional resources across the sensory modalities have employed a wide range of paradigms: Some studies evaluated interference between simultaneously performed tasks that were performed within either the same or separate sensory modalities ([@R119] [@R111]), and others investigated the effects of processing task-irrelevant cues in one sensory modality on spatial processing in another sensory modality ([@R93]; [@R95]) or the spatial positions in which stimuli were presented ([@R81]; [@R98]). Common to all studies is that the results indicate at least partially shared resources for the sensory modalities. The degree of overlap in processing, however, is influenced by whether stimuli are processed in succession or in parallel and the spatial positions in which they are presented. In particular, only if tasks are carried out in parallel and the spatial positions of stimuli are not systematically manipulated attentional resources do completely overlap ([@R119] [@R111]). That is, two spatial tasks performed at the same time interfere with each other, regardless of whether they are carried out in the same or separate sensory modalities.

Combining Object-Based and Spatial Attention Tasks {#S4}
==================================================

So far, we have addressed how attentional resources are allocated in tasks that require either spatial attention or object-based attention. In this section, we address how attentional resources are allocated across the sensory modalities when these two task types are combined (i.e., an object-based attention task is performed together with a spatial attention task).

Dual-Task Designs {#S4a}
-----------------

In a recent study by Arrighi et al. ([@R11]) , participants were required to perform a visuospatial task (i.e., a MOT task) and either a visual or an auditory discrimination task (i.e., a task requiring object-based attention) in a dual-task design. Arrighi et al. found that the MOT task selectively interfered with the visual discrimination task while the auditory discrimination performance was not affected, suggesting distinct attentional resources for the visual and auditory modalities. Relatedly, in other recent studies ([@R121]; [@R122]), participants performed a visual search task (i.e., a task in which participants needed to discriminate targets from distractors) and either a tactile or visual localization task at the same time. The localization task interfered with the visual search task, regardless of whether the localization task was performed in the tactile or visual sensory modality. However, the interference between tasks was larger when tasks were performed within the same sensory modality than when they were performed in different sensory modalities, suggesting that simultaneously performing a spatial attention task and object-based attention task recruits partially shared attentional resources.

Response-Competition Tasks {#S4b}
--------------------------

The ability to process spatial stimuli while engaged in an object-based attention task was investigated in response-competition tasks within the theoretical framework of Lavie's *load theory* ([@R52] [@R99]). In a response-competition task, participants were instructed to perform a visual search task (i.e., search for a target letter among other letters). Concurrent to the visual search task, peripheral distractors were presented to trigger response-compatibility effects. That is, peripheral distractors primed responses opposite to the response required for the visual search task, thus slowing down the participant's completion of the visual search task. According to load theory, susceptibility to peripheral distractors critically depends on the perceptual load in the visual search task. That is, when humans are engaged in an easy visual search task, their ability to detect (or get distracted by) peripheral stimuli is higher because unused attentional resources are available to process these stimuli. Conversely, if humans are engaged in a demanding task, their ability to process distractor stimuli is lower because they have fewer additional attentional resources available.

While load theory has been primarily investigated in the visual sensory modality ([@R12]; [@R51]; [@R54]; [@R113]), researchers also investigated load theory in a crossmodal research design ([@R58]; [@R108]) to address the question of whether attentional resources are shared or distinct across sensory modalities. If attentional resources are shared, increasing task demands in a visual search task should require the same attentional resources as required to process distractors in another sensory modality. Hence, the likelihood that distractors in a sensory modality other than vision will interfere (i.e., result in response-competition effects) should be reduced if task demands in the visual search task are increased because there are fewer attentional resources available to process the distractors. Tellinghuisen and Nowak ([@R108]) tested this prediction by investigating response-competition effects due to auditory distractors in a visual search task performed at different levels of difficulty. They found that regardless of the difficulty of the visual search task, auditory distractors resulted in response-competition effects, suggesting that the attentional resources required for auditory distractor processing and the visual search task were distinct. In a recent study, Matusz et al. ([@R58]) further investigated the role of distractor processing in other sensory modalities by using audiovisual distractors and studying participants at three different age levels (6-year-olds, 11-year-olds, and 20-year-olds). Matusz et al. found that audiovisual distractors resulted in response-competition effects regardless of the difficulty level of the visual search task for 11-year-olds and 20-year-olds, suggesting that---at least for adults and older children---attentional resources are distinct for the visual and auditory sensory modalities. Interestingly, this was not the case for the 6-year-olds, suggesting that a reduced pool of available attentional resources in younger children shields them from the effects of distractors in other sensory modalities. More generally, these findings suggest that conclusions about the allocation of attentional resources proposed for adults do not necessarily apply to younger populations.

Using a similar task to the response-competition tasks discussed above, Macdonald and Lavie ([@R55]) also used load theory to address a phenomenon referred to as *inattentional deafness*. In line with load theory, given that attentional resources are shared between sensory modalities, Macdonald and Lavie hypothesized that when humans are engaged in a visually demanding object-based attention task, they have fewer attentional resources available to detect a brief auditory stimulus than when they are engaged in a less demanding visual object-based attention task. Note that the auditory stimulus was presented in a different spatial location than the visual discrimination task (i.e., presented via headphones), thereby recruiting spatial attentional resources for auditory stimulus detection. Macdonald and Lavie found that participants detected significantly fewer auditory stimuli when being engaged in a visually demanding task than when they were engaged in a visually less demanding task, suggesting that attentional resources are shared between sensory modalities. These findings were confirmed in a recent study by Raveh and Lavie ([@R73]) , in which several experiments consistently showed that auditory stimulus detection was influenced by task difficulty in a visual search task. However, while the findings of these studies suggest that attentional resources are shared between the auditory and visual modalities, it is not clear whether the degree of overlapping attentional resources is higher when stimuli are presented within the same sensory modality or in separate sensory modalities. This question was investigated in an earlier study by Sinnett, Costa, and Soto-Faraco ([@R85]) . In particular, Sinnett et al. ([@R85]) investigated how effects of inattentional blindness and inattentional deafness depend on whether they are induced by a difficult task within the same sensory modality or in a different sensory modality. With equally difficult tasks, they found that both inattentional blindness and deafness were less pronounced when induced by a demanding task in a different sensory modality than by a task within the same sensory modality. From these results, the authors concluded that there are at least partially separate attentional resources: The cross-modal tasks did induce inattentional blindness and deafness, but to a lesser extent than their within-modality counterparts.

Neurophysiological Studies {#S4c}
--------------------------

Within the framework of load theory, a number of neurophysiological studies ([@R13]; [@R42]; [@R76]) investigated the question of whether there are shared or distinct attentional resources for the sensory modalities. If there are distinct attentional resources for different sensory modalities, processing of visual spatial stimuli should be equal, regardless of whether a low-demand or high-demand auditory discrimination task is performed. Rees et al. ([@R76]) tested this prediction in an fMRI study that compared the processing of visual motion stimuli between conditions in which either a low- or high-demand auditory discrimination task was performed. They found that visual motion processing was unaffected by task difficulty in the auditory task, suggesting distinct attentional resources between the visual and auditory modality. However, these findings are not undisputed ([@R13]; [@R42]). In a different study, Berman and Colby ([@R13]) found that blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) activity related to motion as well as a motion after-effect were reduced when a highly demanding letter discrimination task was performed in the visual or in the auditory modality.

Similarly, a reduction in the motion after-effect was also found when a highly demanding auditory task that involved identifying digits was performed ([@R42]). Lavie ([@R52]) pointed out that these conflicting findings can be reconciled in terms of methodological differences between the studies. In particular, in the study by Rees et al. ([@R76]) , participants were instructed to fixate the center of the screen and this was verified using an eye tracker, while in the other two studies eye movements were not monitored. As fixating to or away from the motion stimulus can alter activity in motion processing areas, this methodological difference could account for the discrepancies in results.

Further evidence for distinct attentional resources between the visual and auditory sensory modalities was provided in a recent MEG study ([@R60]). In particular, Molloy et al. ([@R60]) investigated inattentional deafness and showed a suppression of auditory evoked responses---that is, responses were time-locked to incidental tones---when a visual search task was performed at a high difficulty level in comparison to a low difficulty level.

Summary: Object-Based and Spatial Attention Tasks {#S4d}
-------------------------------------------------

In summary, investigating the task combination of object-based and spatial attention tasks with regard to the question of whether there are shared or distinct attentional resources across sensory modalities yielded partially conflicting results. On the one hand, visual motion processing was unaffected by task difficulty in an auditory task ([@R76]), suggesting distinct attentional resources for this task combination. On the other hand, participants' detection rates of auditory stimuli were consistently lower when they were engaged in a visually demanding discrimination task in comparison to being engaged in a visual task with a low demand ([@R55]; [@R73]; [@R85]). Notably, the sensory modality in which task load was varied was different across studies: vision in Macdonald and Lavie ([@R55]) , Molloy et al. ([@R60]) , and Raveh and Lavie ([@R73]) ; audition in Rees et al. ([@R76]) . It is conceivable that results depend on the sensory modality in which task load is induced. In particular, inducing auditory attentional load did not affect visual processing ([@R76]) while inducing visual attentional load did affect auditory processing ([@R55]; [@R60]; [@R73]). Such an interpretation suggests that the distribution of attentional resources across sensory modalities depends on the sensory modality in which a highly demanding task is performed. Yet, other studies investigating attentional resources across sensory modalities found that when inducing visual attentional load, there are distinct attentional resources for the auditory and visual sensory modalities ([@R11]) and partially shared resources for the tactile and visual sensory modalities ([@R121]). Future studies could investigate whether the distribution of attentional resources across sensory modalities is dependent on the sensory modality in which task load is induced.

Taken together, studies investigating the combination of object-based and spatial attention tasks found partially shared attentional resources for the sensory modalities. That is, performing tasks in separate sensory modalities is still beneficial over performing them in the same sensory modality. However, multiple tasks still interfere to some extent, regardless of whether they are performed in the same or separate sensory modalities.

Conclusions and Future Directions {#S5}
=================================

In the present review, we investigated how the recruitment of attentional resources across sensory modalities depends on the performed type of tasks. That is, we reviewed studies investigating attentional resources across the sensory modalities that involved tasks requiring object-based attention, spatial attention, or a combination of these two task types. Based on the reviewed studies, we want to suggest a few general conclusions regarding how attentional resources are allocated across the sensory modalities depending on the performed type of task (for an overview, see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, when humans perform two object-based attention tasks, findings suggest that distinct attentional resources are recruited for the visual and auditory modalities ([@R2]; [@R26]; [@R31]; [@R34]; [@R38]; [@R39]; [@R47]; [@R50]; [@R70]; [@R71]; [@R90]; [@R105]; [@R116]). However, this is not the case when two object-based attention tasks are performed in the tactile and visual modalities ([@R21]; [@R39]; [@R70]; [@R91]). For this combination of sensory modalities, attentional resources are at least partially shared. When two spatial attention tasks are performed in separate sensory modalities at the same time, attentional resources are shared ([@R119] [@R111]). When a spatial attention task and an object-based attention task are performed in combination, partially shared attentional resources tend to be recruited ([@R55]; [@R60]; [@R73]; [@R85]; [@R108]; [@R121]).

![Overview of the main conclusions of the review. Green, blue, and red lines indicate distinct, partially shared, and shared attentional resources, respectively.](acp-13-083-g001){#F1}

However, we want to emphasize that the task type (i.e., whether a task involves object-based or spatial attentional processing, or both) is one of many potential factors that could influence the allocation of attentional resources across the sensory modalities. Below, we discuss several additional factors for each of the reviewed task types and their combination.

Regarding object-based attention tasks, when two object-based attention tasks are performed in quick succession and both are time-critical, findings suggest that the first of the two tasks is prioritized, leaving no spare attentional resources for the second task ([@R27]; [@R57]). Researchers propose that this depletion of attentional resources is due to limitations in the amodal processing capacities in the frontal lobe that are recruited for time-critical tasks ([@R27]; [@R57]).

With regard to spatial attention tasks, a factor that influences the allocation of attentional resources across the sensory modalities is whether stimuli are attended in separate hemifields, a single hemifield, or front-on ([@R81]; [@R98]). Relatedly, earlier studies that investigated attentional resources within the visual sensory modality indeed found that there are more visual attentional resources available when information processing is distributed across hemifields rather than focused within one hemifield (e.g., [@R4]). Spatial attentional processing across several sensory modalities could follow the same principle. In particular, limitations in spatial processing across the sensory modalities could be effectively circumvented by distributing spatial information across hemifields. Further studies could investigate whether the findings of earlier studies conducted solely in the visual sensory modality ([@R4]) can be generalized to processing of spatial information across several sensory modalities.

When humans perform a combination of task types (i.e., an object-based attention task and a spatial attention task), results could be influenced by the sensory modality in which attentional load is increased. That is, whether attentional load in the visual or auditory sensory modality is increased could lead to a differential recruitment of attentional resources for the sensory modalities. In particular, studies have suggested that increasing visual attentional load affects auditory processing, whereas increasing auditory attentional load does not affect visual processing ([@R55]; [@R60]; [@R73]; [@R76]). This imbalance in resource allocation might reflect a general processing precedence for visual information over information from other sensory modalities. Relatedly, such a processing precedence was identified for object recognition ([@R127]), and a memory advantage was found for visual recognition memory compared to auditory recognition memory ([@R17]). Importantly, research on the Colavita effect ([@R19]; [@R96]; [@R124]) has consistently indicated a processing precedence for visual information over information from other sensory modalities ([@R35]; [@R36]; [@R37]; [@R48]; [@R87]). However, other researchers found that this processing precedence for visual information is reversed early in development ([@R79], 2013) and can be altered, depending on task demands, in adults ([@R16]; [@R77]; [@R78]). An interesting future direction would be to investigate how the recruitment of attentional resources across sensory modalities depends on the sensory modality in which attentional load is increased. More generally, studying attentional resources across the developmental trajectory could reveal further factors that influence the allocation of attentional resources across sensory modalities ([@R58]; [@R79], [@R80]).

Another factor that influences the allocation of attentional resources across sensory modalities is the degree to which the occurrence of a stimulus in the environment can be predicted ([@R102]; [@R103]; [@R104]; [@R110]; [@R111]). For instance, when stimuli were received in predictable intervals compared to random presentations, perceptual sensitivities to detect stimuli within and across sensory modalities were significantly increased ([@R110]). Another future direction for research could be to investigate the extent to which attentional resource limitations can be circumvented by varying the predictability of the presented stimuli.

As an additional point of note, in the present review, we conceptualized attentional processing as a pool of resources that can be depleted depending on task demands ( [@R46]; [@R52]; [@R125]). However, other researchers suggested that findings interpreted as a depletion of attentional resources can alternatively be explained by dilution effects ([@R12]; [@R113]) or crossmodal priming effects ([@R108]). We suggest that future studies could use an operationalization of attentional load that cannot be alternatively explained by perceptual effects (e.g., the number of items displayed in a visual search task or target/distractor similarities). In particular, researchers suggested that a MOT task is an ideal paradigm to systematically vary attentional load (i.e., by varying the number of targets that need to be tracked) while keeping the perceptual load constant (i.e., the total number of displayed objects; [@R11]; [@R14]; [@R119] [@R111] b; [@R118]).

More generally, the sheer number of factors on which attentional resource allocation is dependent suggests that the human attentional system flexibly adapts to current task demands. Furthermore, it becomes clear that it is impossible to make a definite statement about the nature of available attentional resources across the sensory modalities without accounting for the task demands in which they are recruited. Such a view suggests that studying attentional resources in paradigms that systematically vary the task demands could identify separate attentional mechanisms for different task demands that may be entirely independent of the involved sensory modalities (for a similar proposal that cognition generally is context- and action-dependent, see [@R28]).

But why should task demands influence whether shared or distinct attentional resources across the sensory modalities are recruited? It could be that for some tasks it is more beneficial to recruit a shared pool of attentional resources for the sensory modalities, while for other tasks it is more beneficial to recruit separate pools of attentional resources for the sensory modalities. For instance, for time-critical tasks, using amodal resources residing in the frontal lobe ([@R27]; [@R57]) could prioritize faster processing over relying on distributed information processing in separate neuronal populations ([@R31]; [@R34]; [@R47]; [@R70] ; [@R105]). Such different recruitment mechanisms could reflect a large-scale optimization strategy to efficiently make use of a limited pool of neuronal resources in the brain while maximizing processing of currently relevant information (for commonalities and relations between attentional resources and neuronal resources, see [@R18]; [@R45]). Yet, load theory ([@R52]) would suggest that the brain always uses all available resources rather than minimizing resource expenditures. However, given the excessive overall resource demands of the brain ([@R88]), it is unlikely that it can always maximally use available resources. Rather, such a large-scale optimization strategy could maximize the processing of current task-relevant information while minimizing the brain's processing and energy expenditures. Ultimately, future studies should investigate the optimality of resource expenditures in contexts in which shared or distinct attentional resources across the sensory modalities are recruited, and the extent to which currently relevant information is effectively extracted.
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